Our theoretical/computational group is based in the Physics Department of the University of Texas at Austin. The PI and his team are also affiliated (and physically located) at the Institute for Fusion Studies (IFS). The focus of our work during the duration of this grant was on the following areas: (a) the fundamental plasma physics of intense laser-plasma interactions, including the nonlinear excitation of plasma waves for accelerator applications, as well as the recently discovered by us phenomenon of the relativistic bi-stability of relativistic plasma waves driven by a laser beatwave; (b) interaction of high power microwave beams with magnetized plasma, including some of the recently discovered by us phenomena such as the Undulator Induced Transparency (UIT) as well as the new approaches to dynamic manipulation of microwave pulses; (c) investigations of the multi-color laser pulse interactions in the plasma, including the recently discovered by us phenomenon of Electromagnetic Cascading (EC) and the effect of the EC of three-dimensional dynamics of laser pulses (enhanced/suppressed selffocusing etc.); (d) interaction of high-current electron beams with the ambient plasma in the context of Fast Ignitor (FI) physics, with the emphasis on the nonlinear dynamics of the Weibel instability and beam filamentation. Besides the PI, the group included (at various stages of this project) three postdoctoral fellows (Sergey Kalmykov, Oleg Polomarov, and Yoav Avitzour), graduate students (Michael Tushentsov, Austin Yi, Carl Siemon), and undergraduate students (Jakub Otwienowski and Jae Park). A short-term visitor, Professor Michael Tokman, from the Nizhny Novgorod Institute of Applied Physics, has also worked closely with our group. While pursuing basic research, we pay special attention to possible applications: plasma-based accelerators, laser energy compressors, microwave pulse compressors, etc. Most important advances have been made in the following areas: (i) theory of laser pulse compression in the plasma using Electromagnetic Cascading; (ii) electromagnetic wave propagation and manipulation in magnetized plasma in the presence of static magnetic fields, (iii) relativistic bi-stability of relativistic plasma waves driven by a laser pulse, (iv) Weibel instability of relativistic beams in the plasma. Members of our group have attended several plasma physics meetings and made a number of contributed and invited presentations. 
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